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K-MEANS CLUSTERING USING

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

STRUCTURED QUERY LANGUAGE (SQL)
STATEMENTS AND SUFFICIENT
STATISTICS

In the folloWing description, numerous details are set

forth to provide an understanding of the present invention.
HoWever, it Will be understood by those skilled in the art that
the present invention may be practiced Without these details

BACKGROUND

and that numerous variations or modi?cations from the

Various types of database technologies exist, include
relational database technologies, hierarchical database tech
nologies, and other types of database technologies. A rela

described embodiments are possible.

I. Database System Environment
FIG. 1 illustrates an example arrangement of a database

tional database includes a set of inter-related tables that
contain roWs and columns. An application of database

system 10 (e.g., a relational database management system)
that includes a clustering module 100 capable of performing
clustering techniques according to some embodiments. In
some implementations, the clustering techniques include

systems is data Warehousing, Where data from various
sources are collected and stored in the data Warehouse. The
amount of data that can be stored in a data Warehouse can be

K-means clustering techniques. In the ensuing description,

immense.
For better understanding of data contained in a data

Warehouse or other database, data mining is performed With
respect to the data Warehouse or database. As part of data

20

reference is made to K-means clustering. HoWever, it is
contemplated that techniques according to some embodi
ments are applicable to other types of clustering.

mining, automated statistical analysis is often performed.

The clustering module 100, in the illustrated embodiment,

One of the tasks performed in statistical analysis is cluster

is part of database softWare 102 that is executable on one or

ing, Which involves segmentation, classi?cation, and

more central processing units (CPUs) 104 in the database

anomaly detection of data in a data Warehouse or other
database.

system. The one or more CPUs 104 are connected to
25

During clustering, a data set is partitioned into disjoint
groups such that points in the same group are similar to each

other according to some similarity metric. A Widely used

clustering technique is K-means clustering. Clustering can
be performed on numeric data or categorical data. Numerical
data refers to data that can be assigned a metric measure,
such as height, scale, volume, and so forth. Categorical data
is data that has a ?nite number of values not represented by
a measure. Examples of categorical data include city, state,
gender, and so forth.

30

embodiment. Alternatively, the SQL statements for perform
35

ing clustering actions can be implemented in a stored
procedure or by some other mechanism.

Performing K-means clustering using SQL statements

programmer that develops code for clustering algorithms
40

concurrent access, memory leaks, false alarms, security
concerns, and so forth. Such complexity results in lengthy

development times for clustering algorithm code. Also, it is
usually quite dif?cult to implement K-means clustering in a

according to some embodiments simpli?es the implemen
tation of K-means clustering algorithms in a database sys
tem. For example, by using SQL statements to perform
clustering actions, the relational database structure does not
have to be changed, Which may be needed if K-means

clustering is implemented using C++, Java, or other generic
45

as C++ or Java.

SUMMARY

In general, clustering (e.g., K-means clustering) of data in

(DDL) statements. The clustering module 100 executes
statements for performing actions relating to clustering are
generated by an SQL code generator 116 according to an

Normally, K-means clustering algorithms are relatively

database system using generic programming languages such

performs K-means clustering using Structured Query Lan
guage (SQL) statements, including SQL data manipulation
language (DML) statements and/or data de?nition language
clustering actions speci?ed in SQL statements. The SQL

dif?cult to implement in database management systems. A
typically has to address issues such as storage management,

memories 106. According to some embodiments, the clus
tering module 100 is part of a clustering mechanism that

programming languages. Also, in accordance With some
embodiments, K-means clustering can be implemented
using existing SQL syntax, such that extensions to SQL do
not have to be de?ned, Which further enhances ef?ciency

and simpli?cation.
50

The clustering module 100 is invoked to cluster a data set,
Which can either be located in one or more tables in the
database system 10 or be provided as a How or stream of

a database system is performed using an optimiZed cluster

ing technique based on Structured Query Language (SQL)

input data to the database system 10. In one implementation,
data associated With transactions are loaded by client sta

statements.

Other or alternative features Will become apparent from

tions 12 over a data netWork 14 to a server 15. The clustering
module 100, When invoked, accesses the server 15 in one of

the folloWing description, from the draWings, and from the
claims.

several Ways: by accessing disk blocks on the server
directly; or by transferring data on a channel Where roWs are

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

being loaded.
60

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an example arrangement that
includes a database system coupled to one or more client

stations, Where the database system has a clustering mecha
nism according to some embodiments of the invention.
FIG. 2 is a How diagram of a process of clustering a data
set according to an embodiment in the database system of
FIG. 1.

The database softWare 102 also includes one or more

parsing engines 108 and access modules 110. The database
system 10 in accordance With one embodiment of the
invention is a parallel database system that includes multiple
access modules 110 for concurrent access of data stored in
65

a storage subsystem 112. The storage subsystem 112
includes plural storage modules 114 that are accessible by
respective access modules 110.
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Each access module 110 is capable of performing the
following tasks: insert, delete, or modify contents of tables

III. A K-Means Clustering Algorithm
Formally, the problem of clustering is de?ned as ?nding

stored in respective storage modules 114; create, modify or
delete the de?nitions of tables; retrieve information from
de?nitions and tables; and lock databases and tables. The

a partition of Y into k subsets (clusters) such that

"

clustering module 100 and other applications or users can
share the same set of tables. In one example, the access
modules 110 are based on access module processors (AMPs)
used in some TERADATA® database systems from NCR

[:1

Corporation.

is minimiZed, Where d(yl-,Cj) indicates the distance from
point yl. to C], and Where C]. is the nearest cluster centroid of

The parsing engine 108 in the database softWare 102
includes a parser that receives queries (e.g., SQL queries),

yi. The quality of a clustering model is measured by the sum
of squared distances from each point to the cluster Where the

including queries to perform clustering actions. The queries
can be received from another program over some type of
connection or through an established session (such as from
a client station 12 to the database system 10). A selected
access or query plan for each received query contains steps
that are to be performed by the access modules 110. In
response to these steps, the access modules 110 perform

(Eq- 1)

Z dO/i, Cf)

point Was assigned. This quantity is proportional to the
average quantiZation error, also knoWn as distortion. The
quality of a solution is measured as:

1 "
20

[1(6) =

<Eq. 2)

dO/i, Cf).

operations on data or data structures (e.g., tables, vieWs, and
so forth) stored in the storage modules 114 in the storage

subsystem 112. If the performance of clustering is desired,

Where yieXj.

then the clustering module 100 cooperates With the access

modules 110 to perform the clustering. Note that multiple

25

FIG. 2 illustrates generally the tasks involved in perform
ing K-means clustering. The tasks can be performed by the
clustering module 100 or by the clustering module 100 in
combination With other modules. Initially, Working tables

30

tables include various intermediate tables used for calculat

instances of the clustering module 100 can be provided for
respective multiple access modules 110.
II. De?nitions of Data Structures for K-Means Clustering
The inputs to the K-means clustering module 100 are: (l)

are created, indexed, and populated (at 202). The Working
ing Euclidean distances, ?nding nearest centroids, and
updating the C, R, and W matrices (described further beloW).
The centroids C]. are initialiZed (at 204) With k points

a data set Y having n d-dimensional points, Y:{yl, yZ, . . . ,

yn}, and (2) k, the desired number of clusters. Each yi,
iIl, . . . , n, is a point in the data set Y. Note that Y is a data

set having dimensions n><d. A d-dimensional point refers to

randomly selected from the data set Y for an approximation.
35

a vector or array having d dimensions. For example, each
d-dimension point can be part of a transaction that has d
attributes. In some implementations, there exists a table Y
With multiple numerical columns out of Which d columns are

picked for clustering analysis. In practice, the input table

InitialiZing the centroids alloWs multiple iterations of the
clustering computations to be performed to converge to a
solution. Each iteration assigns each point to its nearest
cluster and then points belonging to the same cluster are
averaged to get neW cluster centroids. Each iteration suc

40

cessively improves cluster centroids until they become
stable.

may have many more than d columns, but to simplify
exposition, the de?nition of Y is (Y1, Y2, . . . ,Yd). Note that

The clustering algorithm computes (at 206) k distances

Y1, Y2, . . . ,Yd differ from yl, y2, . . . ,yn, introduced earlier.

for each data point yi. The K-means clustering algorithm

Each Y1, 1:1 to d, represents a column of Y, Whereas each yi,
iIl to n, represents a roW of Y

45

input point yl- to CJ-(jth cluster centroid) is

The output of the K-means clustering module 100
includes three matrices: C (containing the means or prob
ability of occurrence of each dimension in each cluster), R

(containing squared distances), and W (containing the
Weights for each cluster). The output produce by the clus

Using the computed distances, the clustering algorithm
50

tering module 100 also includes a partition of Y into k
subsets and a measure of cluster quality. Matrices C and R
are d><k matrices and matrix W is a k><l matrix. The W

matrix thus includes k Weights, the C matrix includes k
means, and the R matrix includes k variances.

calculates Euclidean distances to enable the ?nding of the
nearest centroids to each input point. The distance from

55

then ?nds (at 208) the closest centroid Cj to each data point
yi. Finding the closest centroid for each data point effec
tively determines the nearest cluster for each data point so
that the data point can be added to that nearest cluster.
Cluster membership is determined in this manner so that the
data set Y can be partitioned into k subsets (corresponding
to the k clusters).

In the folloWing discussion, for manipulating matrices,

The clustering algorithm then updates (at 210) the W, C,

the folloWing convention for subscripts is used. When
referring to transactions, the variable i is used, Where ie{l,

and R matrices. All centroids Cj are updated by averaging
points belonging to the same cluster. The k cluster Weights

2, . . . , n}. For cluster number, the variable j is used, Where 60
je{l, 2, . . . , k}. Also, reference is made to variable 1, Where
le{l, 2, . . . , d}. X1, X2, . . . , Xk refer to the k subsets of

the data set Y induced by clusters such that Xj?Xj':@#j'. To
refer to a column of C or R, thej subscript (e.g., C], R) is

used. Cj and Rj refer to the jth cluster centroid and jth
variance matrix, respectively, and Wj is the jth cluster

Weight.

Wj and the k diagonal variance matrices Rj are updated based
on the updated C]. centroids.
For enhanced ef?ciency, the computations for performing
clustering actions (206, 208, 210) are performed based on

SQL code (including SQL statements), described in greater
65

detail further beloW. As noted above, in some implementa

tions, the SQL code is generated by the SQL code generator
116 (FIG. 1). In other implementations, the SQL code is

US 7,359,913 B1
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included in a stored procedure or provided by some other

Although the table YH de?ned above is useful to seed
(initialiZe) the K-means algorithm, the table YH is not

mechanism. The SQL code can be automatically generated
by the SQL code generator 116 based on the input table Y

adequate to compute distances using the SQL “SUM( )”

With d columns, and the input k (number of clusters).
By performing clustering actions using SQL code, a

aggregate function. To enable distance computation using
the “SUM( )” aggregate function, the table YH is trans

programmer does not have to explicitly develop code to
address system hardWare and/or software issues, such as
storage management, concurrent access, memory leaks,
false alarms, security concerns, and so forth. As a result,

formed into a “vertical” (or pivoted) table having d roWs
(instead of n roWs for the YH table) for each input, With one
roW per dimension. This leads to table YV With de?nition

clustering algorithms can be more ef?ciently implemented

statements as folloWs:

YV(i, l, val). The table YV is populated With d SQL
INSERT INTO YV SELECT i,1, Yl FROM YH;

by developing the SQL code generator 116 (FIG. 1) for
generating SQL code for performing clustering actions, or
otherWise creating the SQL code automatically.
After updating of the W, C, and R matrices, the clustering

INSERT INTO YV SELECT i,d, Yd FROM YH;
E?fectively, the series of INSERT statements above cause
columns Y1, 1:1 to d, to be inserted into roWs of table YV as
the val column.

module updates (at 212) a table that tracks K-means
progress. The acts 202-212 are repeated (at 214) until the
K-means solution converges. In other Words, the K-means

Optionally, another intermediate table is de?ned (at 202)
to store several useful numbers to track K-means progress.
Such a table can be named MODEL:

algorithm stops When q(C) (see Eq. 2 above) changes by less
than or equal to a marginal fraction (6), a prede?ned value,
in consecutive iterations. Alternatively, a maximum number

20

of iterations can be set to avoid long runs. The acts discussed

above are explained in further detail beloW.
The folloWing describes in greater detail the use of SQL
statements to build intermediate tables as part of the table
population act (202) of FIG. 2. These intermediate tables are

25

MODEL(d,k,n, iteration, avg_q, dif f_avg_q), Where itera
tion indicates the number of iterations of the clustering
algorithm, avg_q indicates the average quality of the clus
tering solution, and dif f_avg_q indicates a difference of
quality of solutions in consecutive iterations of the cluster

ing algorithm. Convergence of the clustering algorithm is

used in clustering actions. The SQL-based clustering tech

detected once dif f_avg_q equals or drops beloW the pre

nique builds a “horizontal” table With d+1 columns: YH (i,

de?ned value 6.

Y1, Y2, . . . , Yd) having i as primary key. The ?rst column

To initialiZe (or seed) the matrix C (at 204), k points can

is the i subscript for each point, and the remaining columns
of YH include the lists (Y1, 1:1, . . . , d) of d dimensions. Use

of table YH may reduce input/ output (I/O) access operations
(as compared to use of input table Y) since YH may have
feWer columns than Y (note that Y may have many columns
of Which only d are selected for clustering analysis). The
table YH is scanned several times during the clustering

30

R matrices do not have to be initialiZed. YH can be used to
seed a “horizontal” version of C, referred to as table CH.
Table CH(j, Y1, . . . , Yd) is updated as folloWs:
35

operations.

INSERT INTO CH

In general, the index i (point identi?er) may not exist

SELECT k, Y1, . . . ,Yd FROM YH SAMPLE 1;
40

Each of the above statements selects the columns of a

45

remaining columns. The clause YH SAMPLE 1 obtains a
roW from the table YH. In the series of SQL statements
above, k sample roWs are obtained from YH to populate CH.
The content of table CH is used to initialiZe the matrix C by

sample of the YH table, including the index i and the

then i is automatically created to provide a unique identi?er
for each point yi. The folloWing statement computes a
cumulative sum on one scan over Y to get ie{l . . . n} and

projects the desired d columns from the input table Y

taking k random points from CH (act 204 of FIG. 2).
For K-means, the most processing-intensive task (involv
ing heavy CPU and I/ O use) is distance computation (act 206

INSERT INTO YH

SELECT SUM (1) over(roWs unbounded preceding) AS i,
Y1, Y2 . . . , Yd

FROM Y;
The value of i, created in the SQL statement above,

INSERT INTO CH
SELECT 1, Y1, . . . ,Yd FROM YH SAMPLE 1;

analysis so that feWer columns means less I/O access

because the primary key of Y may include more than one
column, or the primary key may not exist at all because Y is
the result of some aggregation. Therefore, if i does not exist,

be randomly selected from table Y to place in matrix C.
Since the matrices W and R are output matrices, the W and

in FIG. 2). According to some embodiments, distance com
50

putation can be optimiZed to decrease I/O accesses. In some

conventional clustering techniques, distance computation

basically increments for each successive roW of YH. The
point identi?er i can alternatively be generated With some
other SQL function that returns a unique identi?er for each

Clustering results are stored in matrices W, C, R. One
technique for storing the matrix results is to build all of the

involves joining one table having d-n roWs With another
table having d-k roWs to produce a large intermediate table
With d~k~n roWs. Once this intermediate table is computed,
the conventional clustering technique groups roWs of the
intermediate table into d-k groups. HoWever, according to
some embodiments, the creation of such a large intermediate

folloWing tables: W(j, W), C(l, j, val), R(l, j, val), having k,

table having d~k~n roWs is avoided. Clustering techniques

point.

55

according to some embodiments are able to compute the k

d-k and d-k roWs respectively. Note the distinction betWeen
a table and matrix. A table is a relational data structure of the
database system, Whereas a matrix is a data structure that can

60

Also, in conventional clustering techniques, the determi

be stored in a table. For enhanced ef?ciency, instead of

building three separate tables, one table WCR(l, j, W, C, R)

nation of the nearest cluster given k distances for iel . . . n,

is de?ned according to some embodiments. The table WCR

is used in conjunction With a su?icient statistics technique,

described further beloW, for updating the W, C, and R
matrices (Which are contained in the WCR table).

distances per point While avoiding this large intermediate
table.

65

involves scanning a table having k-n roWs, to get the
minimum distance per point, and then a join (of a table
having k-n roWs With another table having n roWs) to
determine the subscript of the closest cluster.

US 7,359,913 B1
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K-means performance from a theoretical point of vieW. But
I/ O is the main performance factor and this CASE statement

To reduce I/O accesses, the clustering algorithm accord
ing to some embodiments computes the k distances in a
single database access operation and stores them as k
columns of a table YD. The table YD is de?ned as YD (i, d1,
d2, . . . , dk) With primary key i, Where dj:d(yi, C), the

be vertically partitioned to overcome this limitation. The

distance from point i to the jth centroid. This table YD,

above code can be simpli?ed With a user de?ned function

having n roWs and k columns, enables decreased I/O since

“ARGMIN( )” that returns the subscript of the smallest

disk space is reduced (less space per roW due to index on n

argument.
To improve ef?ciency and processing speeds, the

Works in memory. If k is more than the maximum number
of columns alloWed in the database system, YD and C can

roWs instead of k-n roWs), and the k distances per point can
be obtained in one I/O access instead of k I/O accesses. The

K-means clustering algorithm according to some embodi

representation of matrix C is changed to have all k values per

ments uses suf?cient statistics. Su?icient statistics are sum

dimension in one roW or equivalent, containing one cluster

maries of X1, X2, . . . , Xk represented by three matrices M,

centroid per column, to enable e?icient computation of

Q, N. M (siZe d><k) contains a sum of points in each cluster,
Q (siZe d><k) contains a sum of squared points in each cluster,
and N (siZe k><l) contains a number of points per cluster. The
siZes of N, M, Q are analogous to the siZes of W, C, R. The

distances. This leads to a join producing a table With only n
roWs instead of k-n roWs, and creating an intermediate table
With d-n roWs instead of d~k~n roWs.

matrix Q represents a diagonal matrix analogous to Rj.

A table C (to store matrix C) is de?ned as C (1, C1,
C2, . . . , Ck), With primary key 1. At the beginning of each

In accordance With some embodiments, the update of

iteration, column Cj is copied from a table WCR to table C.
Table C is separately created for ef?ciency purposes for later
access (in the SQL statement beloW), since table C has a

output matrices W, C, R (act 210 in FIG. 2) is enhanced by
using suf?cient statistics. As discussed above, Xj represents

20

the set of points in cluster j. Three neW matrices N, M, Q are

smaller number of roWs than table WCR.

introduced to store suf?cient statistics. Matrix N has dimen

The SQL statement to compute the k distances (206 in
FIG. 2) is as folloWs:
INSERT INTO YD
SELECT i

sions k><l, and matrices M and Q have dimensions d><k. N]
stores the number of points, M]. stores the sum of points, and
25

OJ stores the sum of squared points in cluster j, respectively.
The values N], M], and Q]. are calculated as folloWs:
i

i

T

Njevs-myimyi, and QrEnAa-vivi -

FROM YV,C WHERE YV.l:C.l GROUP BY i;
Each dimension of each point in the table YV is paired

30

WMEJIWPQIM/MRFQ/WQQT

With the corresponding centroid dimension CCj. This join is
ef?ciently handled by the query optimizer because YV is
large and C is small. Alternatively, if user-de?ned functions
or routines are used, then the clustering algorithm uses a

35

different distance user-de?ned function for each value of d,

y2j> C21‘: ' ' ' s ydi:

40

SQL MIN( ) aggregate function cannot be used to ?nd the
minimum distance. To determine the nearest cluster (act 208
of FIG. 2), a CASE statement is used instead of calling the

INSERT INTO NMQ SELECT
45

,SUM(YV.val) AS M, SUM(YV.val*YV.val) AS Q

CASE

FROM YV, YNN WHERE YV.i:YNN.i

WHEN dléd2 AND dl édk THEN 1
WHEN dzéd3 AND dzédk THEN 2
50

ELSE k
The table YNN has n roWs With each roW containing

index i and a value indicating the nearest centroid for the
55

In the above SQL statement, it is evident that there is no
join needed and the search for the closest centroid for one

point can be performed in main memory (thus avoiding
costly I/O accesses to persistent storage). The nearest cen
troid is determined in one scan of YD. The U0 is reduced
from (2-k~n+n) I/O accesses to n I/O accesses. Observe that

60

using one table NMQ, instead of three separate tables N, M,
Q, the SQL code for updating W, C, R is simpli?ed as
folloWs:
UPDATE WCR SET WIO;
UPDATE WCR SET
WIN
,CICASE WHEN N>0 THEN M/N ELSE C END

,RICASE WHEN N>0 THEN Q/N—(M/N)**2

the jth WHEN predicate in the SQL statement above has k-j

ELSE R END

terms. In other Words, as the search for the minimum

distance continues, the number of inequalities to evaluate
decreases. HoWever, the CASE statement has time complex
ity O(k2) instead of O(k), Which is the usual time to
determine the nearest centroid. This may adversely affect

GROUP BY l,j;
The clause SUM(l .0) AS N effectively counts the number
of points for storage in N. The clause SUM(YV.val) AS M
computes sum points in YV for each cluster, and stores this
sum in M. The clause SUM(YV.val*YV.val) AS Q computes
the sum of squares of points and stores this sum in Q. By

END FROM YD;

corresponding point of Y

The folloWing table de?nitions are introduced: NMQ(l, j, N,
M, Q) and WCR(l, j, W, C, R). Both tables have the same
structure and are indexed by the primary key (1, j). The SQL
to update suf?cient statistics is as folloWs:

MIN( ) aggregate function. In this case, the SQL statement
to obtain the subscript of the closest centroid is:
INSERT INTO YNN SELECT i,

To update matrices N,M,Q, a join of YNN (that contains
the partition of Y into k subsets) is performed With YV (that
contains the actual dimension values). In accordance With
some embodiments, instead of having three separate tables,
N, M, Q are stored in the same table (referred to as NMQ).
Keeping suf?cient statistics in one table alloWs the cluster
ing results to also be kept in one table (referred to as WCR).

or a function alloWing a variable number of arguments (e.g.,

the distance betWeen yl- and Cj Would be distance (yli, Clj,
Because all k distances are in one roW of the table YD, the

Based on these three equations, the matrices W, C, R are
computed as
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UPDATE WCR SET W:W/MODEL.n;
The matrix W in table WCR is set to Zero initially (SET

WIO) because an SQL join automatically eliminates clusters

US 7,359,913 B1
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with Zero points. By setting WIO, clusters with Zero points

magnetic media including tape; and optical media such as
compact disks (CDs) or digital video disks (DVDs).

can still be shown in the outputs.

In the SQL statement above, the matrix W is set equal to
N, the matrix C is set equal to M/N if N>0, and the matrix
R is set equal to Q/N—(MIN)**2 if N>0. Also, the last
UPDATE clause of the statement above updates W by

The instructions of the software routines or modules are
loaded or transported to a system in one of many different

ways. For example, code segments including instructions
stored on ?oppy disks, CD or DVD media, a hard disk, or

setting it equal to W/MODEL.n, which produces the weight
Wj by dividing W by n.

transported through a network interface card, modem, or

tables (N, M, Q, W, C, R). Reading fewer tables results in

other interface device are loaded into the system and
executed as corresponding software modules or layers. In
the loading or transport process, data signals that are embod
ied in carrier waves (transmitted over telephone lines, net

less I/O overhead.
Instead of using the UPDATE statement, an INSERT/

work lines, wireless links, cables, and the like) communicate
the code segments, including instructions, to the system.

In the SQL statement above for updating W, C, and R,
only two tables NMQ and WCR are read, rather than six

SELECT statement could be used. However, use of an

Such carrier waves are in the form of electrical, optical,

INSERT/SELECT statement would eliminate clusters with
Zero points from the output. There is some bene?t to
explicitly show the Zero-point clusters, so that is the reason
the UPDATE statement is used in some embodiments. A

acoustical, electromagnetic, or other types of signals.

bene?t of using su?icient statistics is that M and Q do not
depend on each other and together with N they are enough
to update C, R (eliminating the need to scan YV). Therefore,
the dependence between C and R is removed and both can
be updated at the same time. As a result, the improved
K-means clustering algorithm does not require one scan over
YNN to get W and two joins between YNN and YV to get

While the present invention has been described with
respect to a limited number of embodiments, those skilled in

the art, having the bene?t of this disclosure, will appreciate
20

numerous modi?cations and variations there from. It is
intended that the appended claims cover all such modi?ca
tions and variations as fall within the true spirit and scope of

this present invention.
What is claimed is:
25

1. A database system comprising:

C and R, which results in three scans over YNN and two

a storage to store a data set; and

scans overYV involving a read of (3 ~n+2~d~n row). By using

a controller to:

use a ?rst Structured Query Language (SQL) statement
to perform distance computation for a K-means

su?icient statistics, the K-means clustering algorithm
according to some embodiments requires only one join and

Table WCR is initialiZed with d-k rows having columns

clustering algorithm to partition the data set into
plural clusters, wherein the ?rst SQL statement
selects plural distance values to output;

W, R set to Zero and column C initialiZed with k random

execute the ?rst SQL statement to output the plural

one scan over YNN and one scan over YV (involving a read 30

of n+d~n rows).

distance values that correspond to the plural clusters;

points taken from CH. At the beginning of each iteration of
act 206 in FIG. 2, WCR.C is copied to table C so that table
C is current.
Finally, to track K-means progress, the table MODEL is
updated as follows:
UPDATE MODEL

FROM (SELECT SUM (W*R.val))AS avg_q
FROM R,W WHERE (R.j:W.j) avgR
SET avg_q:avgR.avg_q, iteration:iteration+l;
As noted above, avg_q indicates the average quality of the
clustering algorithm, and iteration indicates the number of
iterations of the clustering algorithm that have run.
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forth) are executed on corresponding CPUs. The CPUs

include microprocessors, microcontrollers, processor mod
ules or subsystems (including one or more microprocessors
or microcontrollers), or other control or computing devices.
As used here, a “controller” refers to hardware, software, or
a combination thereof. A “controller” can refer to a single

for the K-means clustering algorithm based on suf
?cient statistics matrices N, M, and Q stored in a
table, wherein N contains numbers of points in
corresponding clusters, M contains sums of points in
corresponding clusters, and Q contains sums of

square of points in corresponding clusters.
2. The database system of claim 1, wherein the ?rst SQL
statement speci?es that the outputted plural distance values

Instructions of the various software routines or modules

discussed herein (such as the SQL code generator 116 and
database software 102, which includes the clustering module
100, access modules 110, and parsing engine 108, and so

and
use a second SQL statement to develop output matrices

55

are stored in respective columns of a table.
3. The database system of claim 1, the controller to use a

third SQL statement to ?nd nearest centroids of correspond
ing clusters for data points in the data set based on the
distance values.
4. The database system of claim 3, wherein the third SQL
statement ?nds the nearest centroids for the data points

without performing a join.
5. The database system of claim 3, wherein the third SQL
statement ?nds the nearest centroids for the data points using
CASE statements.

6. The database system of claim 1, further comprising an
SQL code generator to generate the ?rst and second SQL

component or to plural components (whether software or

hardware).

statements.

Data and instructions (of the various software routines or
modules) are stored on one or more machine-readable 60

7. A database system comprising:

storage media. The storage media include different forms of
memory including semiconductor memory devices such as

a controller to:

a storage to store a data set; and

use a ?rst Structured Query Language (SQL) statement
to perform distance computation for a K-means

dynamic or static random access memories (DRAMs or

SRAMs), erasable and programmable read-only memories
(EPROMs), electrically erasable and programmable read
only memories (EEPROMs) and ?ash memories; magnetic
disks such as ?xed, ?oppy and removable disks; other
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clustering algorithm to partition the data set into
plural clusters, wherein the ?rst SQL statement
selects plural distance values to output;

US 7,359,913 B1
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execute the ?rst SQL statement to output the plural

distance values that correspond to the plural clusters;
and
use a second SQL statement to develop output matrices
for the K-means clustering algorithm based on suf
?cient statistics stored in a suf?cient statistics table,
Wherein the suf?cient statistics table contains N, M, and

Q suf?cient statistics matrices, Wherein N contains
numbers of points in corresponding clusters, M
contains sums of points in corresponding clusters,
and Q contains sums of square of points in corre

sponding clusters.
8. The database system of claim 7, Wherein the controller
is to use a third SQL statement to update the suf?cient

statistics table.
9. The database system

